
7 June 2022 New York, NY. – Ariel Partners, a leading IT firm offering Agile and Enterprise Coaching,
Training, and Consulting, announced that they have partnered with Kanbanize, a leading tool for managing
projects and knowledge work, to help solve our customer’s most critical business challenges together.  As a
Certified Bronze Partner, Ariel offers extended free trial versions, attractive discounts, and premium support
to new and existing Kanbanize customers.  

“A client of ours faced an extremely complex coordination challenge, involving multiple software, design, lesson
production, videography, and printing teams. They needed accurate forecasts to plan in advance if they were going
to meet key milestones, and Kanbanize delivered. We are impressed by the capabilities of the Kanbanize tool, and
we are confident in its ability to address our largest and most complex customer challenges.” – Craeg Strong, CTO of
Ariel Partners 

Kanbanize is a company focused on creating foundations that bring true agility and agile tools to business
teams competitively and innovatively centered around the visibility and communication of people within an
organization. Their clients include organizations in Aerospace, Pharma, R&D Engineering, telecommunications,
and IT. They offer industry-focused expertise and guidance to provide tailored business solutions that address
challenges for scale, strategy, coordination, and delivery. 

“With Kanbanize, Schlenk created a smoother flow of information, reduced the waiting times between process steps,
and put perspective on how workflows beyond personal and team levels.” – Adalbert Huber, VP Rn D Schlenk

“We supported transferring over 6,000 users and several hundred boards from another Kanban-tool provider (one
which is amongst the market leaders) to Kanbanize. Kanbanize offers customer service that we haven’t experienced
anywhere else, they exceeded our naturally high expectations by far.” – Andrea Haase, Continuous Improvement
Leader
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Businesses for Enhanced Strategy and Team Visibility

For more information, please visit arielpartners.com

Ariel Partners is a woman-owned digital services company located in New York City, which offers a full range
of solutions to help clients optimize resources and achieve mission objectives. WOSB and M/WBE certified,
Ariel was founded in 2010 with ISO 9K, 20K, 27K, CMMI-DEV/3 & CMMI-SVC/3. Their expertise is in Technology
Consulting, Lean Management, and Agile transformation firm with a special focus on Human-Centric Design,
DevSecOps, Kanban, Flight Levels, and large-scale Agile governance.
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